Cystic Echinococcosis in the Liver: Nomenclature and Surgical Procedures

Abstract

Cystic Echinococcosis (CE) is a zoonotic infection caused by larval form of the parasite Echinococcus granulosus. The adult tapeworm inhabit the small intestine of some carnivores (called definitive or final hosts), and the larval phase, or “metacestode” develops in the herbivores (intermediate hosts). The presentation form of the larval phase is the development of cysts, called hydatid cysts. Although all of us know the vital cycle of the parasite and the different aspects of the disease, the designations around the parasite, its evolution and some therapeutic procedures is not uniform. In fact we frequently see the use of inappropriate terms, based on incorrect concepts. It would be useful to use the same nomenclature and it is absolutely necessary that the nomenclature is correct and universally accepted. So, it is pertinent to remember some important points related to the CE and, above all, to clarify some aspects concerning its nomenclature, in order to understand better the therapeutic options, particularly the different surgical approaches.

Despite the cysts can be localized in any organ, liver localization is the most frequent (60-70%). The development of a hydatid cyst is slow and usually without specific clinical manifestations, so the diversity of clinical manifestations is related to the anatomical localization of the cyst, its dimension, and the antigens responsible for the systemic hypersensitivity, which can occur in sequence of cyst rupture, spontaneously or traumatic, resulting in secondary echinococcosis. The therapeutic approach has nowadays different possibilities, which will be referred in this manuscript.

Introduction

Human Echinococcosis is a zoonotic infection caused by larval forms (metacestodes) of tapeworms of the genus Echinococcus. Although there are different species of Echinococcus, only five of them – E. granulosus, E. multilocularis, E. oligarthrus, E. vogeli and E. shiquicus – are formally recognized currently as taxonomically relevant. To distinguish the diseases caused by these different species, the World Health Organization (WHO) proposed the designation Cystic Echinococcosis (CE) for the disease caused by E. granulosus, Alveolar Echinococcosis (AE) for the disease caused by E. multilocularis, and Polycystic Echinococcosis (PE) for the disease caused either by E. vogeli and E. oligarthrus. No human cases due to E. shiquicus have ever been observed.

Cystic Echinococcosis is the most frequent of them. Actually E. granulosus is not the sole specie causing CE; the genotypes G1-G3 are now grouped as E. granulosus sensu stricto, G4 as E. equinus, G5 as E. ortleppi, G6-G10 as E. canadensis and the ‘lion strain’ as E. feldisi. Among these strains, E. granulosus sensu stricto has a broad geographical distribution with a wide host range and is the major causative agent of human CE, but E. canadensis has also been identified in humans in many areas of Europe and other regions too.

In the E. granulosus vital cycle we consider the adult tapeworm, which lives in the intestine of some carnivores (called definitive or final hosts), and the larval phase, or “metacestode”, which develops in the herbivores (intermediate hosts). The intermediate hosts, in which humans are included, are infected by ingestion of eggs within the feces of the definitive hosts. Following ingestion of eggs the oncosphere, by lytic secretion, goes through the intestinal mucosa and into the host circulatory system (venous and lymphatic) and reaches one organ, where cystic development begins. This process involves degeneration of the oncospheral stage and emergence of the metacestode stage. The larvae change into a typical “bladder” (vesicle) with a germinal layer, called hydatid cyst, which is the presentation form of the disease in the intermediate hosts. This was other designation for CE in the past, and this is the reason why it was also referred as hydatid disease. However, this designation was also used to designate the other forms of Echinococcosis (Alveolar, Polycystic, etc.), which is wrong. All of us have frequently noticed, in published articles and in communications during scientific meetings, and also in WHO publications, to call hydatid diseases to the different forms of Echinococcosis. That is unacceptable, and it is time to finish the incorrect use of this terminology!

The parasite or “hydatid”

In primary CE the metacestodes (hydatid cysts) develop in various sites from oncospheres after ingestion of E. granulosus eggs. The eggs of these tapeworms excreted by carnivores may infect various species of natural intermediate host animals and humans, and may develop in almost any organ. Most patients (up to 80%) have a single organ involved and harbour a solitary cyst, localized in approximately two-thirds of cases in the liver and in about 20% in the lungs.

In secondary CE the larval tissue spreads from the primary site [1], and proliferates after spontaneous or trauma-induced cyst...
rupture or after release of viable parasite material during invasive treatment procedures.

The hydatid cyst (Figure 1) is composed of two parts: the echinococcal parasite (or "hydatid") and the "adventitia" that surrounds it, as Dévé defined it in the beginning of the last century [2], and there is no reason or legitimacy to modify this definition. "Hydatid" is the larval form of the tapeworms of the genus *Echinococcus granulosus* only. 

The "adventitia" is a layer of inert tissue, of variable thickness, including with fibrosis, which results from the host’s organ reaction against the hydatid considered as a foreign body. This layer can be called "periparasite" or "perihydatid", but never pericystic, as it is sometimes wrongly named, because it is an integrant part of the cyst. A common example of this mistake in the nomenclature is the use of the term "pericysectomy" for the excision of a cyst, when removing the adventitia. This term misleads you into thinking that this layer is not part of the cyst, assuming that the cyst includes only the parasite (hydatid) and not the adventitia, which is wrong and opposite to Dévé’s definition.

The hydatid is a sphere composed of two layers with liquid in its interior. The inner layer is called germinal and the outer layer is called laminated (Figure 1). The germinal layer (20-25 micron of thickness) is composed by embryonic cells. Its function is to elaborate the different elements of the hydatid. The laminated layer, which is formed from the previous one, is a white coloured membrane, formed by several concentric layers of polysaccharide material with chitin. Brood capsules, which contain protoscolices and scolices, develop from germinal layer through a cloning/budding mechanism which ensures the fertility of the cyst. Scolices are the final stage of protoscolices, just as Dévé defined it in the beginning of the last century. Normal hepatic tissue
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**Figure 1: Hydatid cyst (schematic).**

During the natural course of infection, the fate of the hydatid cysts is variable. Some cysts may grow (average increase 1 – 30 mm per year) and persist without noticeable change for many years. Others may spontaneously rupture or collapse and can completely disappear. Calcified cysts are not uncommon. Spillage of viable protoscolices after spontaneous or traumatic cyst rupture, or during interventional procedures, may result in secondary Echinococcosis. After an undefined and variable incubation period, CE may become symptomatic if active cysts exert pressure on adjacent tissue and induce other pathologic events. Usually cysts do not induce clinical symptoms until they have reached a particular size. Sudden onset of symptoms may be due to cyst rupture.

Through the slow evolution of a cyst several events can occur: the death of the parasite due to dysfunction of the germinal layer (detachment or aging); the "cyst’s wall" fissure due to detachment of the hydatid layers or micro traumatisms; the transformation of protoscolices into vesicles (vesiculation), in an attempt to preserve the species. These new vesicles, which live into the hydatid fluid, must be called offspring or daughter vesicles once they arise from the "mother vesicle". So, the term "daughter cysts" is incorrect, since the cysts do not have daughters, but only the vesicles. The daughter vesicles have the same constitution as well the same mission as the mother vesicle. So, in this way, protoscolices may evolve into either a new cyst or an adult parasite.

The long-term survival of the hydatid indicates the existence of protection mechanisms against the immune response of the host. The hydatid fluid and the cells of the germinal layer are the main responsible for the antigenic stimulation, but the laminated layer of the cyst is like a functional barrier against immune competent cells of the host. So, any damage in the germinal and laminated layers, like fissures or rupture, will increase antigenic stimulation. When this antigenic stimulation occurs, there is a continuous elevation of the various products of the immune response, and especially antibodies, for an indeterminate time. This elevation also occurs after cyst manipulation after surgery or puncture. Petrone et al. (2015), found immunological correlates associated with CE and biological cyst activity: interleukin-4 levels were significantly higher in CE patients than healthy donors, when whole blood and peripheral blood mononuclear cells were stimulated with Antigen B of *E. granulosus* [3].

**Cystic echinococcosis in the liver**

Liver localization is the most frequent (60 to 70%) of CE. The development of a hydatid cyst is slow and usually without specific clinical manifestations. In a considerable number of patients the "cyst" is found during an imaging examination made for other reason. In other situations it is diagnosed in asymptomatic patients during screenings in endemic regions [4-6]. The diversity of clinical manifestations is related to the anatomical localization of the cyst, its dimension, and the antigens responsible for the systemic hypersensitivity, which can occur in sequence of cyst rupture, spontaneously or traumatic, resulting in secondary echinococcosis. However its manifestation can be a cyst complication (20 ± 40%), resulting from mechanical, toxic or septic effects. The circumstances in which is detected are multiple and the symptoms and signs are
polymorphs, according the cyst ("age", number, dimension, location), the contiguous organs involved and eventual complications. The patient can refer abdominal pain, dyspepsia, fever, allergic manifestations, which are unpecific complaints [7]. If the patient complaint is right hypochondria pain and he has hepatomegaly, one must think in this diagnosis if he is from endemic regions or countries, particularly those who are in touch with animals, namely dogs and cattle. More rarely are the cysts complications that give the diagnosis. The most frequent complications are: the rupture to the biliary tree, in 15% of the cases [8-10], the rupture to the peritoneal cavity [1,11-13], resulting in anaphylactic shock or acute abdomen.

Therapeutic options

The treatment of CE is complex and based on cyst characteristics, available medical/surgical expertise and equipment, and adherence of patients to long-term monitoring. Because the treatment involves a variety of options and requires specific clinical experience, patients should be referred to recognized reference and national/regional CE treatment centres, whenever available. There is no "best" treatment option for CE and no clinical trial has compared all the different treatment modalities, including "Watch and Wait" [14].

The aim of the treatment of CE is the death of the parasite and consequently the cure of the disease. It has to be done with minimal risks and maximum comfort for the patient, and always paying attention to avoid complications, secondary echinococcosis and relapses [15-17]. The methods to achieve the death of the parasite are both the sterilization of the cyst content, using scolicidal or more generally anti-Echinococcus drugs, or the parasite direct removal, through aspiration or the surgical excision of the entire cyst [17,14]. For many years, surgery has been the only treatment available, but with alternative treatment modalities advancing it is pertinent to clarify the current position of surgery among other options [14,18]. One important difference is between complicated and uncomplicated cysts. Before choose the therapeutic modality, one shall decide: 1) what cysts to treat? 2) When to treat the cyst (strategy)? 3) How to treat it (therapeutic option)?

What cysts: complicated cysts shall be treated and also the active uncomplicated cysts: type 1 and 2 according the WHO-US classification (Table 1), so as the cysts on the transitional stage (3a and 3b). The cysts on inactive stage (type 4 and type 5), should not be treated, unless complicated. In these cysts "watch & wait" modality shall be followed.

When: the therapeutic strategy depends on the cyst activity, which is given by the US characteristics, but should also observe the clinical condition of the patient, the technical conditions of the physician, the safety and effectiveness of the therapeutic approach, the patient comfort, and costs of each method.

How: in patients with complicated cysts (rupture, cyst-biliary fistula, compression of vital organs and vessels, haemorrhage) surgery maintains its place as the treatment of choice. In uncomplicated cysts surgery is increasing being replaced by other treatment options (percutaneous treatment, medical treatment and watch & wait modality).

In uncomplicated CE we can consider two options: non-invasive and invasive approaches.

Non-invasive approach

The non-invasive treatment, also called medical treatment [20], corresponds to the orally administration of anti-infective drugs: albendazole (ABZ), mebendazole (MBZ) or praziquantel (PZQ). MBZ was the first Benzimidazole (BMZ) agent found to have in vivo activity in CE. Nowadays ABZ is the drug chosen for oral treatment of CE [21-23]. Its metabolite, the albendazole sulphoxide, is the active component that has a half-life of 8.5 hours [24]. ABZ is orally administered, every 12 hours, in a total dose of 10-15 mg/kg/day. In the past this drug was given during a period that was called "therapeutic cycle" (4 weeks of treatment followed by 2 weeks of interruption), but according to the Expert Consensus published in 2010, this so-called "discontinuous" administration of the drug should not be used any longer to treat CE [25].

The anti-Echinococcus effect depends on the stage of development of the cyst and on its germinal membrane integrity too: more effective on young cysts (type 1) and less on type 2 cysts with over 50% of failure rate [26], and more effective on liver cysts than on cysts in other locations, presumably because of a better concentration of the drug in the liver and in the liver cysts [27]. ABZ is also used associated with surgery, or other invasive methods, to reduce the internal cyst’s tension and prevents secondary Echinococcosis [28-30]. Alternatively may be used MBZ at a dosage of 40-50 mg/kg body weight daily, in three divided doses with fat-rich meals, if ABZ is not available or not tolerated. PZQ is the other anti-parasitic drug, which has a limited use in the treatment of liver cysts [31,32], given in a dose of 50 mg/kg either once weekly or every two weeks. Used in combination with ABZ, at a dosage of 40 mg/kg once a week seems more effective and, perhaps, more rapid than ABZ alone [33].

They are indicated for inoperable patients, patients with multiple cysts in two or more organs, or peritoneal cysts. The BMZ compounds are contraindicated in cysts at risk of rupture and in early pregnancy once have been proven teratogenic in rats and rabbits. They must be used with caution in patients with chronic hepatic disease and avoided in those with bone-marrow depression.

Invasive approaches

The invasive treatment can be done by different methods, including surgery. All non-surgical methods are non-radical procedures. The radical treatment only can be done by surgery.

Non-radical procedures: In non-radical procedures we have two options: the cyst sterilization and the parasite (hydatid) removal, which can be done either removing only the parasite or part of the cyst.

This cyst sterilization is based on the degeneration of the hydatid layers and destruction of the elements of the hydatid fluid due to the effect of anti-parasite drugs, called also “scolicidal” if they are able to kill protoscolices whatever injected into the cyst or orally taken. The injection of a scolicidal solution into the cyst cavity is the most ancient method of treatment for the hepatic cysts. It was considered the best
Table 1: WHO US classification [19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAGE</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CYST CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Univesicular anechoic cystic lesion with double line sign, with hydatid fluid, viable protoscolices and scolices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Multivesicular cyst multiseptated (“rosette-like”/“honeycomb” sign), with multiple daughter vesicles with hydatid fluid, viable protoscolices and scolices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 a)</td>
<td>Univesicular cystic with detached layers (“water lily-sign”), with hydatid fluid, viable protoscolices and scolices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>3 b)</td>
<td>Cyst with daughter vesicles in solid matrix. Viable protoscolices and scolices?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Old cyst with heterogeneous content (hypo echoic / hyper echoic). No daughter vesicles. The liquid areas can contain protoscolices and scolices (viable?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Old cyst with solid content, plus calcified wall (cone-shaped shadow)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Method for treatment of simple cysts (univesicular cysts – type I and 3a) in the current ultrasound classification. In the past this procedure was only done by laparotomy, but nowadays we have two approaches more: laparoscopy [34-36], and percutaneous puncture [37,38]. Percutaneous puncture is known as PAIR (Puncture, Aspiration, Injection (of the scolicide) and Re-aspiration) and is considered the gold standard, since it is a minimal invasive technique, it is less painful for the patient as well as it has less complication rate, is less expensive, with earlier discharge and activity resumption [39-43].

To remove the parasite there are two different ways: the aspiration of the parasite (or hydatid) – procedure called Hydatidectomy, or the excision of the cyst, which necessarily removes the parasite – procedure called Cystectomy. The Hydatidectomy is a procedure that only removes the hydatid (the parasite). It is identical to the puncture method for the sterilization of the cyst except in what concerns the last step (total aspiration). This aspiration is done under high pressure, in order to remove the hydatid layers and all the remaining contents, or using a device that destroy the germinal layer and the cyst content [44]. This method can be performed under laparotomy, laparoscopy or percutaneous puncture, and is indicated in cysts type 2 and 3b)
of the US classification. Percutaneous approach is called PEvac (Puncture and Evacuation) [45], but has also other designations, like MoCaT (Modified Catheterization Technique), technique developed by Akhan et al. since 2002 [46]. These techniques are considered the gold standard once they are minimal invasive, less painful for the patient, have less complication rate, and they are also less expensive, with earlier discharge and activity resumption.

The Cystectomy is a procedure that removes the cyst and consequently the parasite. This procedure only can be performed by surgery. Ideally we shall try to remove the entire cyst (radical treatment), but sometimes it is not possible, because the risk of damage of bilious or vascular structures. In this case the cystectomy will be partial or subtotal [47,48].

**Radical procedures:** The unique radical procedure corresponds to total cystectomy or organ resection [14]. Total cystectomy consists on the excision of the entire cyst, which is the ideal surgical procedure, once diminish relapses and complications. It can be performed through laparotomy or laparoscopy, both by open or closed methods. In both options, the dissection is made on the outside of the adventitia. The open method is performed by opening the cyst then its aspiration and finally the removal of its content. Only after this step we proceed to the entire cyst “wall” removal. The closed method, known as Napalkoff’s operation, consists of the entire cyst removal without opening it. In the past the dissection was made in sane hepatic tissue (pericystectomy), to guarantee the complete cyst removal: the parasite (hydatid) and the host tissue that surrounds it (adventitia), but after the works of Peng Xin Yu et al., the dissection is made in the virtual space between the adventitia and sane hepatic tissue [49], which is a less bloody space, so it is associated with less complications while being as effective to remove all parasitic tissue. When a total resection can damage bilious or vascular structures a partial cystectomy must be done, despite this is a non-radical procedure. Cystectomy can be performed by video assisted surgery on selected cases, namely small cysts (5 cm in diameter) with peripheral localization. Since the total cystectomy is the ideal approach it should be done by the closed method and without using CO2 due to dissemination risk in case of rupture.

Another option is the hepatic resection (segmentectomy or lobectomy), in case of great size cysts in which there is a high risk of rupture.

Both methods have higher risks per-operatively but fewer rates of complications and relapses after surgery. On the other side, non-radical methods have less intra-operatively risks but higher rate of long outcome complications and relapses. The main advantage of radical procedures is the immediate healing of the disease which is obtained only when the cyst is completely removed whatever with or without hepatic tissue (cystectomy or hepatic resection).

In Table 2 are referred the therapeutic modalities suggested for uncomplicated cysts, according the cyst stage, based on the cyst characteristics given by the US imaging.

**Prevention of complications**

Although nowadays the morbidity and mortality of CE surgery have diminished, they cannot be overlooked. The prevention of complications starts with an accurate surgical technique and the necessary caution in the removal of the cysts which are very close to the bilious and vascular intra-hepatic structures [14]. To prevent the relapses it is very important, beyond to protect the surgical field with pads soaked with scolicidal solution [14,50], the administration of ABZ, at least one week before the intervention. This procedure will also prevent a secondary Echinococcosis in case of spillage of the cyst content during the cyst removal. Also after surgery, ABZ shall be administered during a period of one to three month [14,25].

To prevent cholangitis it is mandatory to search cystobiliary fistulae. The surgeon must pay attention to the cyst content color, and in case of doubt shall scrutinize the presence of bilirubin in the bile-stained content and realize a cholangiography if necessary. Strictly avoiding injection of scolicidal solution into cysts that communicate with the biliary or bronchial tree.

In case of a partial cystectomy or surgical hydatidectomy is performed, the residual cavity needs attention: simple drainage with suction and/or filling with epiploon (omentoplasty) are options to reduce the risk of complications [14].

**Conclusion**

The treatment of Cystic Echinococcosis has, nowadays, different possibilities. Surgery has a fundamental role, particularly in complicated cysts and multivesicular uncomplicated cysts. Although surgical techniques have improved, considerable controversy continues on the most effective operative technique, the role of cyst aspiration and external drainage, hepatic resection, management of the residual cavity, cyst recurrence after surgery and high rates of complications and mortality related to re-operation for recurrent disease. The more radical the intervention, the higher the intra-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage/type*</th>
<th>Suggested</th>
<th>Recommendation/evidence**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 1</td>
<td>&lt; 5 cm</td>
<td>ABZ alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 5 cm</td>
<td>PAIR + ABZ</td>
<td>A / I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>PEvac/MoCat/Surgery + ABZ</td>
<td>A / II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transitional</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3a</td>
<td>&lt; 5 cm</td>
<td>ABZ alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 5 cm</td>
<td>PAIR + ABZ</td>
<td>A / II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3b</td>
<td>PEvac/MoCat/Surgery + ABZ</td>
<td>A / II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inactive</strong> (type 4 / 5)</td>
<td>No treatment: Wash &amp; wait</td>
<td>B / III</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Infectious Diseases Society of America grading system (strength of recommendation/quality of evidence).
operative risk, and the lower the frequency of relapse and vice versa in the more non-radical approach.
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